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About This Game
Negotiate water rights from scorpion gods in this necromantic legal thriller! Discredit your boss, solve murders, and reanimate
your own corpse to keep your city from drying out.
Deathless: The City’s Thirst is a 150,000-word interactive novel by Max Gladstone, author of Choice of the Deathless and the
Craft Sequence novels, nominated for the John W Campbell Best New Writer Award, the XYZZY award, and the Lambda
Award. Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast,
unstoppable power of your imagination.
You won the God Wars, killing the rain god and taking over his desert city. But now the city needs water, and it’s your job to
make it rain. As a rising associate at a god-killing public service conglomerate, you can monopolize your city’s public utilities, or
fight to keep water affordable for everyone. Build alliances with powerful necromancers, or help local farmers hold onto their
land. Find love, or betray your friends. Overcome the trauma you suffered in the God Wars. Prevent murders, or commit them.
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Just Keep the Water Flowing.
Play as male or female; straight, gay, or bi
Match wits with master necromancers, real estate magnates, and journalists
Climb the social ladder of Dresediel Lex
Help the needy, or laugh callously as the world burns
Drink with undead kings over the ruins of a destroyed civilization
Kill people you may later really wish you hadn't killed
Betray trusted friends and their entire society
Fight giant scorpions and renegade priests—or join forces with them
Look for love in extremely wrong places
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Yes, another fun title from Artifex Mundi! This one plays with 'worlds within the world' as you enter dream scenarios in order
to solve puzzles to help you back in 'reality'. ****. The Yosumin are playful, cute little shapes, and they must be scoured from
the Earth at all costs. Thousands upon thousands will be obliterated at your hands, and yet they will keep coming, for they are
innumerable, and manic in the safety of their uncountability. Understanding of the labyrinthine plot and its implications for both
the Yosumin and this world is not a requirement for enjoying this colourful little game, but it helps.. A pug, a penguin, and a cat
Went a jumping, fancy that
In desert, fields, and the snow
That's really all you need to know
It's sold at a decent price
And the game is rather nice
You'll always want to top your score
Which will keep you playing more. This is a fun, story-based adventure game. In a post-apocalyptic frozen wasteland, you must
lead your adopted family of survivors. It is hard to say much more without spoiling it, but it is very heavy on story. The
gameplay is mostly about finding good spots to scavenge, which is simple and typically easy. The battle system is strange but a
nice change once you get the hang of it. Overall I can definitely recommend this game!. so far i enjoy playing this game i havent
found any game breaking bugs or encountered any unfair mechanics
well exept that the first boss just doesnt want to die
but aside from that money well spent
it well worth the 16€ i payed for it
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Short, lovely action-puzzle. Finished it in about 3 hrs, but meanwhile it gave me a solid kick. Story is touching, gameplay is
engaging and after 3 hrs you have good memories and no regrets.. Okay, so you're constantly falling in this cool-looking creepy
space, but you can't actually see anything because you only get glimpses every few seconds, and then you randomly die to
something you couldn't see. Repeat this experience several dozen times and that's basically the game.
I wanted to like this -- I love cosmic horror and the atmosphere is great -- but as a game it's repetitive, boring, frustrating, and
riddled with bugs. Just STARTING the game required me visiting the forums because a bug had me hovering 500 feet over the
clickable menu items. Unless you really want a cheap VR experience you enjoy for ten minutes or so, hard pass. Sorry.. I have
the Season Pass so I get all of the expansions. That's the way to go as the content has been quality. This is one of my favorite
expansions for this game. It changes up the gameplay which is nice. No regrets on the Season Pass!. Good ideas, not well
explored, bland execution.
The basic premise of the game holds promise - providing lots of opportunity for creative variety in gameplay - but the devs only
explored a small portion of the space of possibilities. The end result is a game that quickly becomes tiresome. In essence, it's
just a glorified version of Peggle. If you want a mindless, casual, timewaster, then you may enjoy this game. If you want
something rich, strategic, or creative, look elsewhere.. I first discoverd rfactor when I was at a car fair that had an F1 simulator.
So when I went over to have a go I enjoyed the F1 car model and the sim that came with it. Since then I was clueless to know
what the name of the software it was using until now when one day I was looking through Steam and when I randomly found it I
said to myself "Hang on! This is the same sim that the F1 simulator was using!!" So I downloaded it, Installed it on to my
computer and gave it a go out of the box and it became my main racing sim ever since.
"My thoughts on Rfactor"
It very customisable and has lots of features compare to other Racing Sims I.ve played and has the best driving physics I have
seen in a long time. Its has a lot of support from it's fanbase and has plenty of Mods on Rfactor central with new ones still being
released for it to this day and if you use Windows 10 like myself then fear not you can still play it. You can even drive in and
out of the pit lane manually, Very few racing sims let you do this but Rfactor is one of them that gives you the option to drive in
and out of the pitlane by yourself or let it do it for you.
The only thing I have against it is the AI but don't get me wrong Rfactor's AI is great and fun to race against but it really
depends on the track your racing on and how you have it configured. You will have to do alot of configuring to the AI to to get
exciting races from them. There are times when they will overtake with ease which is mainly at sharp bends but on the straights
they sit behind the other car until the end of the straight in which it does ruin the experiance a little bit. One time I was right
behind a car which is an AI car and it was sitting behind the other car on the straight and he was just sitting there and not
overtaking him while slighty braking behind him when I got the slipstream from both cars and passed both of them with ease.
Overall I enjoyed Rfactor and I clocked 270 Hours of this sim at the time of writing this reveiw with tons of Mods ranging from
GT, Prototype and even F1 mods. I reccomend getting the mods from Rfactor central because there is a lot of content to choose
from there.
Overall Rating: 9/10. Good SNES remake.. This is a game was not one of my better choices of buying. Played for about 15
minutes, then sat looking at the game for the next 45 minutes trying to figure out what the crap i was smoking when i purchaced
this game. Oh me. You can be dumb at times. Look, if you are undecided when it comes to buying this game, just, no. Don't.
Don't be me. It's boring and just stupid. The developers and this game are not worth your money or your time. Now run along
and buy something that is worth your money and time. Good day to you sir or ma'am.. I have taught sword fighting for 20 years.
This game is the closest to the real thing of all the games I have tried. It is the one that causes me to fight in a way that is most
realisitic. Actual techniques work. no other game is really accomplishing this and I have tried several in VR. It's also an amazing
work out. I really hope more complexity is added and different environments, new music etc. I will also enjoy if the opponents
learn some new moves and more complex strikes. I'd really love it if the opponents would respond to fakes and deception since
that is a hallmark of real fighting. I should be able to decieve them and vice versa. One of the best things about this game is that
your enemy reacts to your strikes and sheild hits to give you openings like in a real fight. Many other games just don't reflect the
force with which you shield bash or etc and allow openings to be created. I also appreicate that this game doesn't try to
emmulate running around and your movement is limited to the arena box, it feels the most realisitic so you aren't having to ever
move with anything other than your real body. This is not a limitation, its a feature.. I am very happy to be paying for this new
expansion pack. The developpers fully deserve it for all the hard work theyve put into the game.
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Game not yet working with mods (♥♥♥♥♥ wood etc) but I have no doubt patches will fix all this.
Love the new architecture

Cons
The language the civs speak is still kinda shoddy in places but this is coming from a professional linguist and doesnt remove
from the enjoyment of the game.. I played this game when I was younger and I looked everywhere for it. I was so excited when
it finally popped up on steam that I had to get it. Definitely no disappointment here.
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